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Abstract 
In the light of 20 years of experience in Middle East Technical University (METU) Music and Fine Arts Department (MFAD), 
this paper focuses on fine arts courses offered to students from different disciplines. The methods used in elective art courses for 
university students and their outcomes are discussed. The necessity of implementing a different method of education for elective 
art courses than for fine arts faculties is of concern. Although artistic practice is at the heart of both systems, different methods 
are utilized. This subject will be exemplified with METU MFAD students and their art works.  
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The expression of artistic impulsion is considered to be characterized by our efforts to attribute meaning to the 
environment. As we transform our lives into a life experience, we suppress this impulsion. Eventually, we come to 
regard what has been imposed, taught and accepted by everyone. First, our family and our environment, then 
teachers are involved in teaching what is right, normal, and reasonable to us. Gradually, our boundaries are drawn. 
In adolescence, we make a last-ditch effort to change our boundaries, but we are tied hand and foot as if we are 
wearing a shrink jacket. Adolescence comes and goes and we become normalized. We try to be the odd one, yet we 
become the same. As we try to be sensible, responsible and respectable, we do what is expected from us. In fact, we 
become our parents. We come to live a life that has been prescribed and designed by our parents. Though there is 
nothing wrong with this, self1 is now buried very deep. Maybe, one of the last opportunities for exploring the self is 
the elective art courses offered at universities despite their limited outreach.    
 
Fine Arts courses are part of the compulsory elective courses program that was legalized by The Council of 
Higher Education (YÖK) in 1981 to be implemented in universities (ølhan, 1993)2. The program was introduced in 
1983-1984 education year; its compulsory status was removed in 1993. Now, almost twenty years have passed since 
ølhan’s (1993) ten-year analysis of elective fine arts courses and thirty years since the program was introduced. 
Unfortunately, the current analysis shows that the problems addressed by ølhan (1993)3 still persist and not much 
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1 The word self is used to denote a conscious individual’s act of differentiating hims/herself from others 
2 The Council of Higher Education (YÖK) has also published a framework that contained information regarding which areas could be offered as a 
course, the aims of the courses, and the topics (especially the theoretical ones) to be covered as part of the courses. For detailed information, 
please see; doctorate thesis by Ayúe ÇakÕr ølhan (1993) titled “An Evaluation of Elective Fine Arts Courses in Universities in Turkey”.   
3 The findings of Ilhan’s study (1993) were summarized as follows: 
“Research has shown that in many universities, annual plans for these courses were not made in line with their aims.  With its positive effects 
on youth education, Fine Arts courses do attract students’ attention. They want to develop themselves in different areas. There are different 
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seems to have changed4. Another thing that has not changed is students’ great interest in fine arts courses, which is 
pleasing.           
 
Conditions vary for each university in Turkey offering fine arts courses. There might be students but not 
instructors; there might be instructors but not the materials, there might be materials but not the equipment, there 
might be equipment but not the classroom, there might be classroom but not the money, there might be money but 
not the technical staff... Even if all these conditions are met, this time there might not be an audience to appreciate 
the work done. However, art will not exist unless it is realized, positively or negatively evaluated, pondered upon, 
talked about, presented, and most importantly, unless its absence is acknowledged. The situation is likely to vary 
with the conditions in every different country. However, currently in Turkey, art courses are given to students from 
different disciplines under these circumstances. 
 
Twenty years of experience in elective art courses in a technical university as an instructor5 has revealed an 
outcome addressing a method for conveying art to students that are being educated in various disciplines. It is 
important to note that the university does not have a Faculty of Fine Arts or Conservatory that is aimed at training 
future artists. Rather, the Department of Music and Fine Arts offers elective art courses to students from all the 
faculties within the University. The experience shared in this paper stems from a close observation of nearly all the 
courses that the department offers, as well as from the personal experience of the author as an instructor of the 
courses Ceramics, Drawing, History of Art, and Contemporary Art Studio. Here, the observations, the method 
applied and the opportunities these courses offer to the students are discussed based on the selected case.  
 
Art courses teach students the ways for evaluation and value attribution in its simplest form. They primarily pave 
the way for students to get to know themselves, to realize their own value, hence, to recognize and to accept “the 
other”. Art courses teach success, failure, courage and the value of production; they teach how to consider options 
and come up with solutions. 
 
What needs to be known is that art is not something to be taught. Art is something that teaches. It is a style of 
thinking that teaches to look from different perspectives. It is the liberation of ideas, being free from prejudice. Art 
is an act that makes the unseen visible and it reveals the unrecognized. It is not what has been told to you; it is what 
you have to say. This way of thinking and methods are conveyed to students who choose Fine Art Faculties (FAF) 
under various topics. Students combine their knowledge at studio courses and they say what they have to say in their 
own words. That is why the method to be employed in studio courses varies according to the instructor of the course 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
regulations concerning pass-fail and evaluation system. Moreover, the number of healthy classrooms for fine arts is limited. Necessary 
equipments are needed for these applied courses, but there is not enough economic funding. The most important factor for fulf illing the aims of 
fine arts courses concerns instructors. They are not bound to any specific criteria for selection. Yet, instructors are not given enough 
opportunities to develop themselves. In addition, time allocated for elective fine art courses are not enough.” (ølhan,  1999, p. 84) 
4 Problems concerning the implementation of the program still persist and the progress has fallen short of the mark. Initially, annual plan was 
seen as a problem for Fine Arts departments reporting to University Rectorate. Today, it has been organized in accord with its purpose, and the 
problems related to pass-fail and evaluation regulations have been solved. However, problems concerning course times, healthy classrooms that 
serve their function and materials required for applied courses still persist. Applied art courses should be finalized with the presentation of what 
has been learnt and produced to the audience. Yet, finding an appropriate place for exhibition and staging is another problem. Though it is clearly 
stated on the framework program that applied courses should be emphasized; for example, absence of instruments in instrument courses, stages in 
performing art courses and materials in studio courses lead to disorganizations in courses, deviations from course aims; or courses cannot be 
opened at all. Instructor problems in Fine Arts departments are also an ongoing issue. The reason underlying this problem is that due to law 
enforcements, the highest academic rank in these departments is in fact the lowest one, i.e., lectureship. Since there is no academic promotion, 
fine arts departments are not preferred. When applications with required qualities are not made, selection criteria cannot be applied so as to 
compensate for staff shortage. Such solution in fact causes staff tuition problem. Part-time staff tuition is generally low, but the situation is much 
worse for artists without an academic degree. On the other hand, applied courses are insufficient in terms of both time and tuition. Although there 
is law enforcement for fine arts courses to be predominantly application-oriented, staff tuition is given for only the half time, i.e., one and a half 
hour (applied courses are given three hours a week). Hence, limited resources, together with insufficient staff tuition, has lead to replacement of 
applied courses with theoretical courses. However, course capacities cannot be increased due to these problems. Hence, a vicious circle is formed.  
5 The total number of students enrolled in Ceramics, Drawing, History of Art, and Contemporary Art Studio courses at Middle East Technical 
University Music and Fine Arts Department between the years 2000-2011 is 868. 
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Photograph 1. Art works by course students; 2008-2011 
and the nature of the students. Being totally dependent on the nature of the students, these studio courses do not have 
a specific format. In fact, the main goal is to make the student capable of making deductions which s/he is able to 
apply and relate to what s/he has learned. The student is set free and is criticized and evaluated over what s/he has 
done, i.e., the artistic product. The rest is up to the student. Different than the graduates of other disciplines, not 
every graduate does and can become an artist. Then, how can art be conveyed to students from other disciplines, to 
people that have chosen to be trained for other occupations?      
 
Applied art courses have the same qualities 
with the studio courses in FAF. As with studio 
courses in FAF, elective applied art courses also 
do not have a specific format. The method to be 
employed for the course depends on the course 
instructor and the nature of the students enrolled 
in the course. However, elective applied art 
courses are not supported with additional art 
courses as in FAF. Students cannot be guided by 
saying “ok, you are free and you can do what you 
want” as in FAF. For this reason, the student 
should be first introduced with artistic thinking 
and be encouraged to say what s/he has to say; 
technical knowledge should be given and 
application should be done (see Photograph 16). 
The subject should be supported with term 
projects.  
 
It is common knowledge that one-to-one work 
is important in art education. It is also the same for 
elective applied art courses. Students from 
different disciplines are specialized in different 
subjects; hence, their knowledge, perspective and 
way of thinking also differ. What is puzzling is 
that they all have the same knowledge about art 
and also their point of view of art is almost the 
same. Although students indicate that they 
generally do not understand art, they also admit 
that they do not try to understand it. These students know that one has to work for approximately ten years for an 
average knowledge of mathematics. Yet, they do not have time for learning art. They do not even think that 
knowledge is required neither for art nor to be an art-lover. Students are sure that art is not something that can be 
learned. For them, art is an innate thing. Students are able to learn on paper easily, but they cannot reflect on it. They 
think of knowledge as a value that is independent of their environment and degrade art to pleasure. They do not 
consider art to be related with mathematics or physics at all. For them, evaluation of art is dependent on the 
instructor’s taste. Students are unaware that art is a method for attributing value. Hence, they evaluate art in 
quantitative terms; they can make comments like “it could have been cheaper if he did that and it could have made 
him gain more”. When asked what circumference (çevre, tr.), circle (daire, tr.), and sphere (küre, tr.) are, students 
give a general answer quoting a classic mathematics book definition “a point in space…”. Still, they do not know 
what they actually are and cannot exemplify them. There is a prevailing saying in Turkish used to define volume; 
 
6 Photos are taken by Ödül IúÕtman. 
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width, length, height. Although it is a wrong description, it is used as if it is normal. It is very striking that students 
use it to define volume. In fact, length and height are the same; depth is forgotten. At this point, art steps in: Art 
provides depth (derinlik, tr.) to the person. It is the key to discover the self that has been forgotten.                    
  
A method to reveal the forgotten self which would eventually pave the way for artistic creativity is adopted. 
Artistic production is the key to provide that in applied art courses. In the ceramics course, students are asked to 
make an object that describes them. Without considering what to tell the audience, the student has to come up with a 
product for him/herself. For this, students are manipulated to question themselves and this is a process of “getting to 
know oneself”. Such self-exploration is made possible by making the student reflect on a concept that s/he has 
previously thought about. The student has to discover what that concept means to him/her and what value it has for 
him/her, regardless of what it may mean to anyone else. The student has to figure out its meaning for him/her by 
associating it with a smell, flower or a mathematical symbol. This is the “exploration process”. Then, students make 
their own points on the concept they have chosen. In this way, they are confronted with how the concept they have 
chosen is conceptualized by other students in different ways. And this is the “awareness process”. Without going 
through these three processes, the course cannot proceed efficiently. Now, efforts to bring out the self have started: 
the student has started to move away from uniformity and normality. Getting to know oneself, exploration and 
awareness lead to the starting point of the course where form production is put into practice via information on 
technique, aesthetic perception, and visual balance. The reason for adopting such a method is that at the beginning 
of the course, every student defines every concept in the same way showing that there is no uniqueness. For 
instance, during the twenty-year period in ceramics course, surprisingly, almost every new student wanted to choose 
freedom as a concept for his/her ceramic object. Similarly, every student has associated freedom with “bird” and 
“white”. When asked, the color of love is always “red”, its flower is “rose”, and its fruit is “strawberry”; the smell of 
hate is like “garbage” and its color is “black”; the color of affection is “pink” and it smells like a “rose”.        
 
As students’ knowledge on the techniques of producing a form is completed, the instructor tells to the students 
that “now you can do everything you can dream of, there is nothing that you cannot do”. One day, when a graduate 
student thinks upon for a while and says “but what is everything?” it means that only then s/he has started thinking 
on everything for the first time. Now the course has reached its goal. You just mischievously throw a smile on your 
face.  
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